
High-quality risk-assessment surveys combined with 
proprietary data and analytics can give you a competitive 
edge with the most up-to-date information on conditions 
and hazards at any property in the United States. 

You can combine our expert surveys with our ProMetrix®  
database, which features more than 3.7 million  
commercial buildings and approximately 26 million 
businesses in the United States. Add other proprietary 
sources of data, and we can design a package to meet 
your specific business needs, complete with built-in  
discounts and other cost savings. Access the data  
easily through an online report-ordering system or  

application program interface (API). 

Additional Rating Refinement
Verisk has more than 500 highly trained, full-time  
employee field analysts—strategically located throughout 
the country—who conduct on-site surveys of hundreds  
of thousands of properties and businesses every year.  
We analyze the data against information from multiple 
sources and provide you with underwriting-ready analytics 
that include:
• hazards that threaten buildings, premises, and people
• bodily injury exposures
• recommended improvements that can reduce risk
• replacement cost valuations
•  internal protection systems, such as automatic 

sprinkler systems and fire alarms
•  conformance of individual business sites to loss 

Field survey data plus analytics 
equals the most accurate information

Survey Service
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Combined efficiencies
You can create a customized package of survey  
services and analytics to help you streamline operations, 
save money, and reduce the time to perform tasks. You 
get site information, loss costs, valuations, and surveys 
from a single source, with the ability to integrate your 
rules and specifications into an automated workflow. Your 
insureds benefit from the convenience of having just one 
visit from a field analyst to complete all their requirements.

A variety of choices
Your tailor-made package can include orders for 
updated loss costs at a discounted rate. You can  
implement conditional ordering based on your criteria. 
We offer a reduced, fixed flat fee for combining  
coverage-based surveys and reports, such as property, 
general liability, workers’ compensation, inland marine, 
site-specific catastrophe reports, and more. 

High-Risk Notification Service
Our High-Risk Notification (HRN) Service provides 
immediate notification to the insurer when a field  
analyst encounters a property or risk that presents a 
higher than expected potential for loss. It starts with  
the field analyst calling the insurer immediately when  
an HRN condition is found and following up with an 
e-mail (including photographs) describing the conditions. 
And we can customize HRN criteria based on your  
own hot buttons or exposures that don’t meet your  
underwriting guidelines.

A Survey for Every Need 

Property Surveys
for any commercial  
or residential property  
in the United States

Builder’s Risk 
the project, building,  
exposures, and  
controls Commercial Fleet 

overall operations  
and conditions of  
fleets, large and small

Inland Marine 
equipment, motor  
truck cargo, and ware-
house legal liability 

Rating
construction, property 
hazards, private/ 
public protection, and 
occupancy details 

Workers’  
Compensation 
exposure to injury  
and loss on the job

Multiline 
property and liability 
exposures, including 
products and  
completed operations, 
auto, and crime 

General Liability
a wide variety  
of non-property  
exposures


